TO: NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE /NWS/ EMPLOYEES
FAMILY OF SERVICES /FOS/ SUBSCRIBERS
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION /FAA/ CUSTOMERS AND EMPLOYEES
OTHER CUSTOMERS OF NWS AVIATION PRODUCTS

FROM: THERESE Z. PIERCE
CHIEF...INTEGRATED HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL SERVICES CORE
NWS OFFICE OF METEOROLOGY

SUBJECT: CHANGE IN ISSUANCE TIME FOR AIRMETS AND AREA FORECASTS ISSUED BY AVIATION WEATHER CENTER...EFFECTIVE APRIL 4 1999

BEGINNING SUNDAY MORNING...APRIL 4 1999...WITH THE CHANGE TO DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME...AIRMAN’S METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION /AIRMETS/ AND AREA FORECASTS PRODUCED BY THE AVIATION WEATHER CENTER /AWC/ WILL BE ISSUED ONE HOUR EARLIER...COORDINATED UNIVERSAL TIME /UTC/.

SPECIFICALLY...AS OF SUNDAY...APRIL 4:

BOS...MIA...CHI...DFW...SLC...AND SFO AIRMETS WILL BE ISSUED AT:
0745UTC...1345UTC...1945UTC...AND 0145UTC.

BOS AND MIA AREA FORECASTS WILL BE ISSUED AT:
0845UTC...1745UTC...AND 0045UTC.

CHI AND DFW AREA FORECASTS WILL BE ISSUED AT:
0945UTC...1845UTC AND 0145UTC.

SLC AND SFO AREA FORECASTS WILL BE ISSUED AT:
1045UTC...1945UTC...AND 0245UTC.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CONCERNING INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS MESSAGE...PLEASE CONTACT:

JAMES H. HENDERSON
DEPUTY DIRECTOR
AVIATION WEATHER CENTER
816-584-7203
E-MAIL: JAMES.H.HENDERSON@NOAA.GOV

NATIONAL TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION NOTICES ARE ONLINE AT /USE LOWER CASE/:

HTTPS://WWW.WEATHER.GOV/NOTIFICATION/ARCHIVE
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